11th May, 2021

ADDENDUM No. 1: TENDER FOR THE VARIOUS KENYA SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC INCLUSION PROJECT (KSEIP) BIDS
Reference is made to tender advertisement that appeared in the Daily Nation of 8th April, 2021 as well
as various websites, and following various requests for clarifications by interested bidders, the
Authority has made an addendum for various tenders. Prospective tenderers are therefore requested
to visit the website www.ndma.go.ke to inspect and download the addendum to the Principal Tender
Document. The tender closing date remains Friday 21st May 2021 at 10:30am as earlier advertised.
All other terms and conditions of the tender aforementioned remain as per the principle
Tender Document.

James Oduor
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Bid Reference Number

Bid

Clarification Being Sought

Clarification or
response to
questions asked

KE-NDMA-223040-GO-RFB
Section 2; The Bid Data Sheet, ITB 1.1
This tender is only
Procurement of The indication in Section A states that the one lot. A single bid
Information
“number and identification of
comprises price
Education and lots(contracts) comprising of the RFB is” schedule of all items
Communication
1.
A number is provided
required.
Materials for
against each required item. Kindly
Project
clarify if this is the quantity
Visibility
required for each item or the
number of lots (contracts).
2.
If it refers to the number
of lots, please advise on how to
get the
specifications/requirements for
each lot. (Reference to ITB 14.6)
3.
Can a single bid comprise
of a price schedule for all items
required or will each item have to
be treated as a separate bid?

Procurement of
Communication
Information
Technology
(ICT) Systems
KE-NDMA-210286-GO-RFB Upgrade
Hardware and
Equipment

1. ITEM 12 Heavy duty printer :
1
2,500-sheet high
–capacity feeder-Do you
want this as
optional/standard?
2
1*500-sheet
feeder-Should the quote
include additional 500
sheet tray?
3
Retractable
keyboard- Printer
normally do not require
keyboards. Normally
multi-function printers
have on screen keyboard.
Can we quote multifunction printers?
4
Storage -320 GB
High –Performance
Secure Hard disk.
Normally HP does not
manufacture HDD.

2,500-sheet high –
capacity feeder-Do
you want this as
optional/standard?
Standard
1*500-sheet feederShould the quote
include additional
500 sheet tray? No.
The printer quoted
should have at least
1 tray that can hold
up to 500 sheets
Retractable
keyboard- Printer
normally do not
require keyboards.
Normally multifunction printers
have on screen
keyboard. Can we

5
900-Sheet 3-bin quote multi-function
stapling mailbox
printers?
accessory –Is this
Yes. Onscreen
standard requirement or keyboard is also OK
optional? There are
modern stapling units can Storage -320 GB High
we quote.
–Performance
Secure Hard disk.
2.ITEM 14- Heavy Duty Photocopiers &
Normally HP does
Printers:
not manufacture
Up to 35 pages A4 and 30 ages A3 per
HDD.
minute-Looks like a typo Error.A3 copying The quoted product
speed is normally half or 45% lower the should have at least
speed of A3 prints.
320 GB inbuilt Hard
disk
3.ITEM 15-Medium Photocopiers for sub
county
900-Sheet 3-bin
The requirement does not specify if the stapling mailbox
model required is A4/A3.Neither the
accessory –Is this
speed describes in terms of A4/A3.
standard
requirement or
In the view above we seek for extension optional? There are
of the above bid by a week.
modern stapling
units can we quote.
Modern stapling
units can be quoted

ITEM 14- Heavy Duty
Photocopiers &
Printers:
Up to 35 pages A4
and 30 ages A3 per
minute-Looks like a
typo Error.A3
copying speed is
normally half or 45%
lower the speed of
A3 prints.
Printers offering up
to 50% speed for A3
are acceptable
ITEM 15-Medium
Photocopiers foe sub
county
The requirement
does not specify if

the model required
is A4/A3.Neither the
speed describes in
terms of A4/A3.
We require printers
that can do both A3
and A4. Printers
offering up to 50%
A4 speed for A3
printing are
acceptable
Biometric Devices
Kindly clarify if there is a specific model
for the Biometric Devices you want to
procure for the subject bid i.e., if the
model will be integrated to your systems
or you want to procure a plug-and-play
biometric device.
Procurement of
Communication
KE-NDMA-210286-GO-RFB Information
Kindly confirm bid security Amount or
Technology
percentage on two bid you have
(ICT) Systems published for ICT
Upgrade
Hardware and
Equipment

No Specific Model
Required. Provide
what meets our
specifications.

The bid security has
already been
provided in the bid
documents as
absolute figures

Procurement of
Six Units
To clarify, is this bid specifically open to The delivery duration
Double Cabs
companies with vehicles already in
is 6 to 10 weeks as
KE-NDMA-210306-GO-RFB Pick-Ups,
Nairobi or is the bid open to entities
per the schedule of
2700ccseeking to import them within a 45-to-60- requirements
3200cc, Diesel day window period? Should we win the
Motor Vehicles tender

